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Executive Summary
Freshwater Farms Reserve (FWFR) is a working landscape managed by the Northcoast
Regional Land Trust (NRLT) to demonstrate the functional coexistence of agriculture and
ecological restoration on historical tidelands along Humboldt Bay. NRLT sees FWFR as a place
that embodies its mission of conserving working landscapes and preserving natural, scenic, and
historic values. By allowing public access, FWFR provides community members with an
opportunity to experience what NRLT is about while they enjoy a walk along the scenic trail or
kayak access to Freshwater Slough. This document provides recommendations for the
Northcoast Regional Land Trust’s (NRLT) management of public access to Freshwater Farms
Reserve.
NRLT has plans and funding in place to begin construction of the trail, but has yet to
develop management strategies for the property with this new addition. In order to best provide
public access, as well as meet NRLT’s needs, we have developed a list of trail management
suggestions, described the role a Trail Steward position would play, and analyzed the effects that
Sea Level Rise may have on the property over time .
To find out how potential trail users would like to see the trail managed, we conducted a
survey of interested parties and interviews with key stakeholders (Appendix 1). The results
indicated that the public-at-large would best be served with a wide array of interpretive walks
conducted by outside organizations. Access, beginning during daylight hours on weekends
would be monitored by an on-site Trail Steward, with the possibility of expanding into the rest of
the week, should demand warrant.
The responsibilities of the Trail Steward would include being present when the trail is
open, and coordinating trail maintenance with the help of volunteer groups. This role also
includes interacting with the public when they visit the trail, and helping communicate the
mission of NRLT. In order to overcome the challenge of funding this position, we recommend
that NRLT consider hiring student interns through HSU. Students would receive class credit for
their efforts, and the opportunity to work with a local organization.
Using the work of local experts, we also developed FWFR specific GIS based models for
sea-level rise, taking into account varying levels of inundation, and their implications. This
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analysis includes how rising sea levels will likely affect the surrounding infrastructure, working
lands, and salmonid and other wildlife habitat on the reserve. While sea-level rise will
increasingly impact land use and natural resource management, our models show a muted effect
on the Freshwater Farms Reserve property, even when factoring in high-severity events. With
this analysis, we have developed recommendations of how best to adapt the trail and property to
changes that will be occurring in the future. These recommendations involve staying open to the
possibility of reinstalling the tide gate in order to protect the brackish water necessary for
salmonid smelt habitat, and the shoring up of levees north of FWFR adjacent to the structures
present on the Reserve (the farmstand, barn, etc.).
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Introduction
Freshwater Farms Reserve (FWFR) is a 74 acre property of bottomland owned by the
North Coast Regional Land Trust (NRLT) on which pasture, farm buildings and infrastructure
and restored, tidally influenced wetlands coexist. NRLT now plans to open the property to public
access and seeks to demonstrate how ecosystem conservation and and working lands can be
complementary. Visitors to FWFR will be able to access a trail that runs adjacent to areas where
cattle graze and brackish pools where salmonid habitat has been successfully restored. We were
honored to be invited by Mike Cipra, NRLT Executive Director, to assist with planning for
public access to FWFR.
The purpose of this document is to provide recommendations to the North Coast
Regional Land Trust (NRLT) for managing the imminent public access trail at Freshwater Farms
Reserve (FWFR) taking into consideration community input, management constraints, staffing
needs, and impending sea level rise. At this stage, the trail has been planned, funded, permitted,
and is ready to be built. This document is meant to complement management efforts once the
trail is established and open to the public. We began our effort by developing a conceptual
model of the factors involved in planning for public access to FWFR over time (Figure 1). This
was done by outlining the issues we were asked to address, and brainstorming the different
aspects involved in each of these, both for our project and for the NRLT.
We then designed a survey to gather input from neighbors and people who had shown
interest in FWFR and interviewed several key informants with specific expertise on the site.
Drawing from survey results, we recommend the most appropriate times for access to be
available, and also offer recommendations on the types of guided tours that can increase
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visitation to the Reserve and enhance the public’s knowledge of the natural systems present on
FWFR. These recommendations are designed to provide the best possible public access to the
trail, while still meeting the needs and concerns of NRLT.
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Based on the needs of NRLT, we have outlined the specifications for a Trail Steward
position for someone to manage the trail. The person holding this position will be responsible for
day-to-day management of the trail, as well as coordinating with other groups to volunteer at the
reserve. While funding for this position is a potential roadblock, we have strategized ways to
avoid that issue.
We also analyzed how sea level rise will likely impact the property, based on site-specific
data. This GIS based analysis includes how rising sea levels will affect the surrounding
infrastructure, the working lands, as well as salmonid and other wildlife habitat on the reserve.
With this analysis, we have developed recommendations of how best to adapt the trail and
property to changes that will be occurring in the future.

Public Trail Access Planning and Management
FWFR stands as a testament to NRLT and its commitment to innovative conservation of
working lands. The trail that will serve as the causeway to showcase FWFR to the public has
long been planned, now it also has gathered the necessary permitting and funding, and the
construction is imminent. It is time to develop a public access management plan for FWFR.
Our team approached this issue by finding out what types of access community members
would like to have and finding a balance with what NRLT can afford to provide. In order to
gather this information, we developed a brief survey for community members and neighbors who
had shown previous interest in FWFR or who participated in a FWFR field tour. We also
interviewed several NRLT staff members and expert advisors. Potential survey respondents
known to NRLT were contacted via e-mail and asked to participate in a confidential online
survey. We contacted 38 people and received 18 responses online and eight responses from the
survey handed out to participants during the field tour.
Questions asked included when individuals would most likely visit the site, what types of
guided tours (if any) they would be interested in attending, whether they would be interested in a
community garden, and general recommendations about the proposed boat launch and trailway
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(For a copy of the survey form handed out on the field tour see Appendix A). The results of these
surveys and our recommendations are presented below.

Relevance of FWFR
The first question asked respondents to describe what makes FWFR relevant to them.
Results from respondents were organized into several categories (Figure 2). From the results, it
can be seen that the majority of individuals take interest in natural systems and live nearby, and a
fair number like to hike.

Trail Access Recommendations
Using the results of our survey, the following recommendations are provided. These
recommendations are devised with a joint objective in mind: to provide the best and most
effective outreach for the general public, balanced with the capabilities of NRLT and its
overlying goals and objectives.

9

Public Access Times
The highest demand for trail access is during weekend mornings (48%) and afternoons
(48%) (Figure 3). Based on this, as well as the limited funding available for a Trail Steward, we
recommend opening the trail only on weekends to begin with. By doing this, someone can be
present each day the trail is open, and the opening hours remain compatible with the needs of the
community. The specific hours can be sunrise to sunset, which will be enforced through signage
as well as the parking lot gate being locked.
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Guided Tours
According to our survey, 84% of respondents were interested in participating in guided
tours of the property. Topics of interest included restoration efforts (80%); the history of FWFR
(64%); and birding (60%); along with conservation and local sea level rise (56%) (See Figure 4).
These types of tours could be offered on a monthly or bimonthly cycle, depending on seasonal
demand and availability of the hosts.

Boat Launch Access
To access the boat launch on Freshwater Slough, we recommend a cart system that
utilizes kayak carts, which are specifically designed for easily transporting small boats on trails
and sidewalks. As the boat launch site has been through environmental review and cannot be
relocated, we find this to be the best option. In order to make this system work, we suggest
having 2-3 carts, which would be kept in a locked shed at the beginning of the trail. The key or
11

combination to the shed could be available on a daily or annual basis. Visitors could obtain
access through the Trail Steward or the Farm Stand when they arrive at FWFR. There is also the
option of an annual access fee/deposit that would be paid directly to NRLT.

Land Use Conflicts
On a property with three typically unrelated land uses (agriculture, grazing, wetland
habitat conservation, and public access), it is important to recognize the potential for user
conflicts. However, with forethought in planning the use of the site, these conflicts can hopefully
be avoided.
The trail’s location adjacent to a portion of the property leased out for seasonal cattle
grazing and the wildlife habitat values on site led us to make the recommendation that dogs not
be allowed on the trail, as dogs might irritate or harass the cattle and wildlife. A number of
respondents to our survey mentioned wanting to take their dogs on the trail. If this becomes an
issue, we suggest NRLT consider allowing leashed dog access on the trail, during the times of
the year when the cattle are absent. This could be enforced, through signage at the beginning of
the trail, and by the consistent presence of the Trail Steward to encourage user compliance.
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Additional Recommendations
Based on our field visits and discussions with expert advisors, we have the following
recommendations on trail construction, signage and environmental education and outreach to
further improve public access management at FWFR.

Trail Construction
We suggest ending the general access trail at the boardwalk, and installing a locked gate
just beyond the boardwalk. Our reasoning is twofold. First, as currently planned, the trail would
lead to the tide gate and to the sensitive monitoring equipment located there. While this is
interesting to see while on a tour with an expert who can explain the monitoring process, most
visitors hiking on their own would not be interested, and it might make for a disappointing end to
their hike. Others might be tempted to damage the equipment. In addition, there is an unfenced
5-6 drop into the concrete tide gate structure that could be hazardous to visitors (Wallace, 2015).
Instead of ending the trail at the tide gate as proposed, we suggest placing a bench at the
end of the boardwalk to act as the trail destination. This would be a natural stopping point on the
hike, and it would provide visitors with satisfaction of having “arrived”. When a guided tour that
includes the tide gate is occurring, the otherwise locked gate could be opened up for visitors to
access the trail to the tidegate. A small sign could be placed on the gate as well, to inform hikers
of what lies beyond, and how to acquire more information about tours via NRLT.

Signage
In order to provide for an educational and interesting visit to FWFR, interpretive signage
is planned for the trail (Figure 2). We suggest the following placement and ideas on content.
The proposed sign locations are included in Figure X.

1. At the beginning of the trail, an introductory sign that includes a map of the trail
and information about the property could be placed next to a bench near the
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parking lot. In addition to this, it would be beneficial to include a sign presenting
open hours and rules for the trail, as well as a receptacle for brochures or
handouts.
2. At the boat launch location, a sign discussing sea level rise on Humboldt Bay and
at FWFR in particular could inform visitors of these anticipated changes. This
sign could provide a combination of visual maps as well as details about what sea
level rise means for the habitats they are visiting. In addition to this general
information, this sign location could also provide information about accessing the
slough via boat, and include safety precautions including maps and the tides in
Freshwater Slough.
3. Near the willow grove, another sign could illustrate the history of the FWFR
property, and how agriculture and conservation coexist at this site.
4. At the end of the trail, on the viewing platform, there could be a sign about the
ongoing salmonid restoration effort.

Figure 2: Sign and bench placement along FWFR trail
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Environmental Education and Outreach
The survey indicated a lively interest in interpretive tours at NRLT. NRLT would do well
to increase ties with community organizations that can assist with environmental education.
While Friends of the Dunes already works with the land trust to provide educational field trip
opportunities through the “Cows and Cattails” program, these could be expanded with the new
trail in place. By networking with local schools such as Jacoby Creek School, Freshwater
School, and others in the area, partnerships could be developed to provide the schools with
opportunities to visit the property. Field trips to FWFR could be integrated with the schools’
science curriculum, which would create long-term relationship. (Newman, 2015)
To incorporate FWFR more with the local agricultural community, connections could be
made with the local 4H chapter, the Freshwater Grange, and with nearby farming landowners
(Newman, 2015). Having regularly scheduled guided tours and events at the property is another
strategy that could increase collaborative relationships with neighbors and the greater
community.

Trail Steward Management Position
In order to best facilitate public access at Freshwater Farms Reserve, we suggest hiring a
Trail Steward. A Trail Steward would help to ensure an educational, safe, and welcoming
experience for visitors to the property. This person would be responsible for opening gates,
maintaining the trail, as well as interacting with visitors in various ways.

Responsibilities
The day-to day responsibility of the Trail Steward would be to unlock and lock the gate
to the parking area at the beginning of the trail at opening hours. Since the property is easily
accessible along Myrtle Avenue, having a locked gate when the trail is not open to the public
would prevent inappropriate use of the area. It would further be the Trail Steward’s
responsibility to maintain the trail, including mowing the trail, cleaning up waste, ensuring that
the area is kept tidy, and monitoring the state of the levee to note any repair work that may be
needed.
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The Trail Steward would also interact with different community groups who are
interested in group volunteer days. Interacting with these groups includes contacting them,
organizing work days, and being present during the days when the groups are present. These
groups could range from HSU student groups like the Natural Resources Club, to Humboldt
Trail Stewards, to senior groups looking for a collaborative work day. Having these volunteer
groups present would remove some of the workload of physically maintaining the trail from the
Trail Steward, assist in maintaining the trail, and build community connections around FWFR.
While present at the property, the Trail Steward can also provide interpretive information
about the unique features of the property. This These interactions will enhance visitors’
understanding of Freshwater Farms Reserve’s demonstration of the complementarity of working
agricultural lands, active habitat restoration on the same property.
The Trail Steward’s presence will also facilitate the use of the kayak cart system along
the trail. Depending on which method of lending or renting out the kayak carts NRLT decides
on, having a Trail Steward present will provide visitors with a contact person who can provide
them with information about it.

Selection and Hiring Process
We recommend hiring 2-3 individuals to share the Trail Steward Position. Due to an
initial lack of funding available for this position, NRLT might consider working with Humboldt
State University to organize the positions as a for-credit internship program through the College
of Natural Resources and Sciences. This would provide NRLT with dedicated individuals who
are interested in working with a local land-based organization, as well as a level of responsibility
that might not be guaranteed from a volunteer position. While unpaid, the interns would have
incentive to provide a high level of service through their commitment to the university program.
The interns could have particular days on which they are responsible for managing the trail either
alone or with a partner, and would report to existing NRLT staff. We suggest that multiple
interns be hired to make sure there would be some weekends or days off for the student workers.
In the absence of available interns, dedicated volunteers who might take on a shift of
managing the trail could be sought out. These volunteers would require training to ensure they
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are familiar with the property and routine, and have interpretive skills, and their availability
would vary depending on their schedules and personal desire to commit their time.

Funding
While NRLT does not currently have funding available in their budget for a paid Trail
Steward position, this might change in the future. If the barn and milking parlor on the property
are maintained, these structures could be rented out to provide some level of funding. The use for
these buildings would have to be appropriate with the Agriculturally Exclusive zoning for the
parcel, and be compatible for a site that has a public access trail on it. Possible uses include
storage, aquaponics, or small-scale manufacturing that is based in agriculture (Green, 2015). If
NRLT decides to have a staff member in place at FWFR, the Trail Steward duties might also be
part of a larger job description.
It would also be possible for NRLT to seek out grant funding opportunities to create a
paid position to manage the public access trail. This could create a permanent position to manage
interns and volunteers, and increase the number of hours when a Trail Steward could be present,
thus increasing the hours when the trail could be accessible to the public. Having limited hours
initially can act as a trial period, which can be used to gauge demand for use of the trail, and to
provide time to do renovations on the barn during the week without interfering with trail access.

Sea Level Rise Projections for FWFR
Historic Background

Humboldt Bay was once surrounded by 9000 acres of salt marshes most of which were
diked off and drained in the late 1800’s for agriculture. Over the years the exposed organic rich
soils have oxidized leading to significant subsidence, so that much of the bottomland now lies
below sea level. Humboldt Bay’s estimated sea level rise, at a rate of 18.6 inches per century, is
the highest in California (Laird, 2013). As sea level rises, these former tidelands are threatened,
on one hand, by increasingly powerful storm surges that can overtop or break through poorly
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maintained levees, and on the other hand, by rising groundwater levels and salt water intrusion.
Freshwater Farms Reserve is one of these former tidelands.
Freshwater Farms Reserve, diked in 1894, is buffered from Humboldt Bay by Highway
101 and a series of earthen levees. However, these structures, that were originally supposed to
provide protection for FWFR are in need of maintenance and could be overtopped by water in
the near future. In addition, FWFR has recently become more vulnerable to tidal influence
because the Freshwater Slough wooden flap tide-gate was removed as part of the habitat
restoration and enhancement phase in 2006.
Climate change brings with it increasingly intense storm events that increase threats of
storm surges from Humboldt Bay and flooding sloughs and stream channels. While in the long
run, it is likely that salt water intrusion will force a return to salt marsh at FWFR, there are
perhaps several decades of agricultural use to be expected, as long as the levees hold. However,
it has been estimated that under current conditions, inundation from a 100 year flood event
would be equivalent to three meters of seawater inundation (Figure 4, Anderson, 2015). Possible
impacts of such a storm event and of sea level rise in the immediate vicinity of FWFR in the
future include flooding of neighboring properties, damage to infrastructure, the effects of
saltwater intrusion on vegetation and fish habitat.

Modeling Sea Level Rise Impacts for the FWFR Trail
NRLT expressed interest in an evaluation of what impacts sea level rise would have on the
FWFR Nature Trail. The data and methodology we used for this analysis were drawn from the
Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Adaptation Planning Project, a multi-phased regional
collaboration with the goal of providing information about SLR risk to Humboldt Bay
communities, which could then be used to develop adaptation strategies for these areas. While
these data were produced on a larger scale to identify at risk areas around the entirety of
Humboldt Bay, we utilized them to focus on the likely impacts on FWFR in particular
(Humboldt Bay Harbor District 2010).
We met with Aldaron Laird to discuss his models of SLR for Humboldt Bay. Laird
initially mapped existing shoreline conditions, identified existing shoreline levees that could
easily be breached and showed which land uses and infrastructure would be at risk in the future.
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(Laird and Powel 2013). He then, as part of Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Inundation
Vulnerability Modeling, Mapping and Adaptation Planning efforts sponsored by the Coastal
Ecosystems Institute developed a model of Humboldt Bay Sea Level Rise Adaptation Plan which
includes a focus on agricultural lands at risk from sea level rise (Humboldt Bay SLR Adaptation
Planning Project 2015).
Laird’s data, seen in Figure 5, present the risk of maximum inundation levels assuming
the failure of currently existing levees. We wanted NRLT and the neighboring landowners to be
able to visualize what different levels of inundation would look like, if the levees were
maintained at their current run-down state and location, and at what level of inundation the
levees would need to be repaired or restructured.
To conduct this analysis, we manipulated California Coastal Lidar data that was
downloaded from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) into ArcMap
10.1. (NOAA 2010) We used elevation less than or equal to zero to establish a baseline for
current sea level. Sea level for 1 meter, 2 meters, and 3 meters was identified by selecting
elevations below or equal to 1, 2, and 3 meters. By removing the sea level layer from the 1, 2,
and 3 meter layers, we were able to identify what inundation will look like, if the levees remain
at their current height.
The model in Figure 5 shows Laird’s prediction for inundation levels from a 10 and 100
year flood in current conditions in the event of breaching along the 101 corridor. We can see that
if breaching occurred, a 10 and 100 year flood would completely inundate FWFR and
surrounding properties.
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Figure 5. SLR in the event that corridor 101 is breached
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Figures 6 shows what FWFR and surrounding area would look like with 1, 2, and 3
meters of inundation, assuming that the tide gate at FWFR is replaced. In Figure 7, the
inundation levels are separated to give more detail about what areas will be affected. It can be
seen that with 1 meter of inundation there will be an increase of water in Freshwater Slough but
the levees (if maintained) will not breach.
At 2 meters of inundation, FWFR will experience an increase in water levels that will
affect the Salmonid Restoration Project. A 3 meter increase will breach the levees. FWFR and
the surrounding parcels and Myrtle Avenue will be inundated. However, this analysis depicts
what the inundation would look like if the levee near the restoration site still had the tide gate in
place. Freshwater Farms is currently vulnerable to tidal influence because the tide gate was
removed to improve salmonid habitat. In the future, NRLT may want to consider replacing the
tide gate to regulate the salinity levels that enter the restoration site and to protect the area from
further inundation.
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Figure 6: Sea Level Rise Inundation with Levees
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Figure 7: Sea Level Rise Inundation with Levees
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Figure 8 depicts the impacts of different levels of SLR along Myrtle Avenue and
Freshwater Creek. At 2 meters of inundation, the tide would come up along the creek, but remain
within its existing boundary. This would not directly affect infrastructure or surrounding
properties, but would have significant effects on creek habitat. Through increasing sea levels, the
salinity of the creek would likely increase upstream, which would significantly alter the habitat
type at these low elevations (Flitcroft, 2013). At 3 meters of inundation, Myrtle Avenue will be
flooded near the entrance to the proposed trail’s parking lot. This inundation covers almost the
entire FWFR property, continues on to the adjoining property across the Myrtle Avenue, and
goes further up Freshwater Creek.
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Figure 8: Sea Level Rise Effects on Infrastructure
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Based on our GIS analysis, it is important that levees are maintained in order to protect
FWFR and the surrounding area from inundation. Although 2 meters of inundation would not
likely overtop the levees, the infiltration of larger volumes of salt water into the salmonid
restoration site will increase the salinity of the brackish water and may have negative impacts on
the salmonid population. We suggest that NRLT and surrounding parcel owners combine their
efforts to maintain the levees at their current state, and develop a proactive plan for increasing
the height of the levees as water levels exceed 2 meters. This could include replacing the tide
gate that has been removed, in order to prevent too high of salinity in the restoration area. In
future, as inundation levels do reach 3 meters, based on this analysis it will be important that
collaboration occur between NRLT, Humboldt County, and adjacent landowners to increase the
strength and height of levees to protect the trail, restoration efforts, and existing infrastructure
(Myrtle Ave).

Figure 9 shows the Freshwater Farms Reserve predicted average extreme high water level
events for Year 2012 at existing sea levels, and the half-meter increment SLR scenarios. The xaxis represents extreme high water return intervals; one is a one-year event, ten is a ten-year
event etc. The y-axis represents annual maximum tide levels. According to this graph a 100 year
storm event under current conditions, would be equal to .5 meters of sea level rise.
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Analysis

Figure 9: Jeff Anderson’s Graph of Tide Level intervals
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Alternative Scenarios
There are three main scenarios to consider in assessing the future of Freshwater Farms
Reserve with respect to sea level rise. In the first scenario the levees can be left as they are to
breach, no tide-gate will be re-installed and FWFR will remain vulnerable to the next major
storm surges. In the second, the levees are reinforced and the tide-gate is replaced, protecting
FWFR and the surrounding parcels from tidal inundation. In the third scenario, the levees are
removed entirely and FWFR will be reclaimed by Humboldt Bay.
Leaving the levees as they are would put Freshwater Farms Reserve and the surrounding
area at risk of flooding today when combined with a storm and “king tide” event (a king tide is
the highest predicted tide of the year at a coastal location). Many of these levees were
constructed by landowners in the late 1800’s and do not meet current engineering standards
(Laird, 2013). With three meters of sea level rise, Highway 101 and all levees would be
overtopped (See Figure 6).
Reinforcing levees is a costly and complicated process that requires all landowners along
a continuous levee to agree to maintenance of the segment surrounding their land. If one or more
landowners do not participate, the levee will have weak points and may breach, thus inundating
all of the lands behind it. After the levees were built around Humboldt Bay, formal levee
districts to maintain the dikes were never organized and so many levees have fallen into disrepair
and do not meet current engineering standards (Laird 2013).
Local governments including Humboldt County have limited funds to prepare for sea
level rise and can only focus on protecting shoreline areas of high interest. Prioritization has not
begun in earnest at this point in time. It is clear that there would be good reason to harden levees
protecting Myrtle Avenue, one of two alternative routes from Arcata to Eureka, as well as the
connection to Freshwater and Kneeland from the Three Corners Junction (Figure 8). Individual
landowners could also invest in reinforcing the shoreline, but the only way this would be
effective at FWFR is if all neighboring landowners agreed to reinforce their portion. Therefore a
collaborative effort among landowners, ideally including Humboldt County, to shore up the
levees locally would be necessary.
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Removing the levees and retreating away from the shoreline is likely to be a controversial
option with associated costs and benefits. An argument in favor of retreat here is that if
Freshwater Farms were to become fully inundated, it would likely return to its original state of
salt marsh tideland. Because of the high sediment deposits from Freshwater Creek, conversion
to mudflats, a factor potentially affecting many other portions of the Humboldt Bay shoreline, is
unlikely (J. Anderson, 2015). As long as subsidence stays less than 1.5 ft, the area should be able
to keep pace with sea level rise and remain as valuable salt marsh habitat. Additionally,
saltwater wetlands are a valuable carbon sink in that they sequester carbon without producing
methane (J. Anderson, 2015). Intertidal wetlands are known as “blue carbon” sinks and have a
carbon burial rate almost 20 times higher than deep sea (Hopkinson, 2012). Unfortunately, if
levees along Humboldt Bay were completely removed, the Freshwater Farms Reserve nature
trail, and pastures would be underwater and inaccessible. Infrastructure on the property,
neighboring lands, and Myrtle Avenue would be in close proximity to the water line and at high
risk of flooding,

Impacts on Fish
A key question with regards to likely impacts of sea level rise, is how fish will be
affected. Although the impacts of SLR on salmonids are not clearly understood yet, existing
literature predicts detrimental effects to the habitat of anadromous fish along the Pacific
Northwest (PNW) (National Wildlife Federation 2007). The following narrative is not intended
to offer “conclusive predictions” about the specific effects of SLR on salmon. We are simply
making the connection between the coastal ecosystems, habitat needs of fish, and existing
literature to inform potential negative effects of SLR on anadromous fish at FWFR.
Three federally listed salmonid species occur at FWFR; Steelhead Trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss), coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch), and Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha) (FWF Management Plan 2006). The reserve also provides habitat for the threatened
species tidewater goby (Eucyclogobius newberryi). Coastal marshes and estuarine habitat in
Humboldt Bay have historically been lost to land conversion for agriculture and development,
and as a consequence, Pacific salmon and tidewater goby populations have declined (Humboldt
Bay Watershed SSCP 2005).
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To ensure that restoration efforts at FWFR and salmonids remain resilient under likely
SLR in the future, we advise consideration of the following potential effects. Sea level rise may
inundate low-lying estuaries, a critical brackish water habitat for salmonids as they make their
transition between freshwater and ocean life stages (Flitcroft, Burnett, & Christiansen, 2013).
Juvenile Chinook and Coho salmon and tidewater goby may be threatened by seawater
inundation that could increase the salinity of ground and subsurface water levels. More
importantly, SLR could potentially modify the availability, configuration and location of estuary,
and estuary-river habitats by inundating current distributary channels and pushing saltwater
intrusion upstream (Craft et al., 2009).
From the Freshwater Farms Management Plan, we learned that Wood Creek serves as a
transition zone for salmonids from fresh to saltwater. After meeting with Mike Wallace (2015),
we confirmed that since levees are aging and possibly failing, future salmonid habitat restoration
efforts might occur further upstream. According to a SLR analysis on the PNW recently
published by the National Wildlife Federation, declines and changes in coastal marshes and
estuaries will make it more challenging to accomplish salmon conservation goals in the region
(National Wildlife Federation 2007). Under this assumption, for the case of Freshwater Farms
Reserve, SLR could potentially submerge tidal marshes turning them to mud-flats and pushing
saltwater marshes landward. Consequently, freshwater and brackish water marsh areas might be
reduced (Craft et al., 2009). However, not all of the potential trends of SLR on coastal marine
habitats will necessarily be harmful to salmon habitat. Habitat restoration projects at FWFR
could provide an adaptation buffer for the fish with new salinity levels. Ironically, this could
mean replacing the tidegate again at FWFR. In an interview with Jeff Anderson, we learned that
sedimentation loads from the Freshwater Creek could keep salt marsh from intruding the reserve.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this document has provided suggestions for trail access and management,
the creation of a Trail Steward position, and analyzed the potential effects of Sea Level Rise on
FWFR. Recommendations were based on interviews of key stakeholders, surveys of interested
parties, the best available scientific literature, and research of similar case studies.
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Our surveys, while not representative of the entire population in and around FWFR, do
display the general preferences of individuals that have shown interest by interacting with NRLT
and FWFR in the past. Our results showed: a general preference towards weekend open-access,
the hosting of a wide-array of guided tours, the implementation of a cart system to assist kayak
transport, and a disinterest in participation in a proposed community garden.
The creation of a Trail Steward position will help the trail stay maintained while
simultaneously facilitating a safe and accessible natural landscape. While taking into account
possible funding difficulties for such a position, there is a great resource that can be tapped in the
offering of internship positions to be provided by the nearby university. Interns can commit
without needing compensation, build a strong network while tending to the needs of FWFR, and
simultaneously learn and grow as they prepare to enter the workforce upon graduating.
While sea-level rise is a growing problem for coastal communities around the world, here
in Humboldt County we see an especially dramatic situation down-the-road as a result of historic
diking of tidelands. As the seas rise, the bottom lands are subsiding. However, sedimentation and
the effects brought on by the many rivers in our watershed may help to ameliorate some of the
worst-case scenarios. Even when the highest tides do come in-time with the strongest storms, our
findings show effects to the land that do not necessarily drastically deviate from the goals of
FWFR. While these changes may lead to a decline in agriculture in the middle of the 21st
century, salt-water marsh and other ecologically important marine structures will see a
resurgence, and it can be assumed NRLT can gradually and systematically adapt FWFR as these
effects arise.
If and when sea-level rise does permanently inundate FWFR, the trail can act as a
peninsula displaying the effect that sea-level rise has on working lands. In order to slow this
process, NRLT may consider shoring up adjacent levees and the reinstallation of the floodgate
that leads into the salmonid restoration site to preserve the specific salinity that makes for an
optimal juvenile salmonid habitat.
These suggestions come together to fulfill NRLT mission of a working landscape that
includes salt marsh restoration and opportunities for the public to engage with the property. By
minimizing any potential user conflicts, we hope that these different land uses can be mutually
beneficial to create a holistic and community-integrated Freshwater Farms Reserve.
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APPENDIX 1:
Freshwater Farms Nature Trails Public Access Survey
You are being invited to participate in a survey for the Northcoast Regional Land Trust (NRLT). We are
working with Michael Cipra, Executive Director of NRLT to assist with developing a public access plan
for Freshwater Farms Reserve (FWFR). This survey is part of a student research project for the Senior
Planning Practicum class in the Environmental Management and Protection Program at Humboldt State
University. In order to pursue this project we are reviewing published literature, visiting field locations,
carrying out GIS-based mapping and analysis and interviewing stakeholders such as yourself.

There is no foreseeable risk to you from participating in this survey. The survey is anonymous and no one
reviewing it will be able to trace the response back to you. Your participation is voluntary and you may
choose to end the survey at any time. All survey data will be kept in a secure location and will be
destroyed once we have completed our report.

The results of the assessment from the data intake will be shared with our community clients and with
participants. Students Monique Gil, Delia Bense-Kang, Linnea Hampe, German Gordo, and Kris Joshua
Schiebelhut thank you for participating in the survey. While there are no direct benefits to you, your voice
will help to shape public access to FWFR.

I understand that the researchers will answer any questions I may have concerning the
investigation or the procedures at any time. I also understand that my participation in the
assessment is entirely voluntary and that I may decline to participate or withdraw at any time
without jeopardy. I understand that the investigator may terminate my participation in the
assessment at any time. If I have questions about the survey I may contact Dr. Yvonne Everett in
the HSU Department Environmental Science and Management at (707) 826-4188 or
everett@humboldt.edu. Any concerns I have regarding this project, or any dissatisfaction with any
part of this assessment, will be addressed by the IRB Chair, Dr. Ethan Gahtan, who may be
reached at eg51@humboldt.edu or (707) 826-4545. If I have questions regarding my rights as a
participant, I may report them to the IRB Institutional Official at Humboldt State University, Dr.
Rhea Williamson, at Rhea.Williamson@humboldt.edu or (707) 826-5169.
□

I AGREE
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Freshwater Farms Nature Trails Public Access Survey
1) Why do you feel that Freshwater Farm Reserve Nature Trail is relevant to you?
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
2) On what days during the week would you most frequently visit the Freshwater Farm Reserve
Nature Trail? (Check all that apply)
□ Weekday mornings
□ Weekday afternoons
□ Weekday evenings
□ Weekend mornings
□ Weekend afternoons
□ Weekend evenings
3) Would you be interested in guided tours of Freshwater Farms Reserve? (Check one)
□ Yes
□ No
4) What types of guided tours/hikes would you like to see at Freshwater Farms Reserve?
(Check all that apply)
□ Freshwater Farms Reserve History
□ Birding
□ Conservation
□ Agriculture
□ Restoration Efforts
□ Local Sea Level Rise
□ Other (Please specify)______________________________________________________
5) We are planning to develop a non-motorized boat launch about a half-mile from the trailhead. For
reasons of environmental protection, the location is fixed. Given this constraint, do you have
suggestions as to how we can make the proposed boat launch more accessible?
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
6) If Freshwater Farms Reserve were to provide an on-site community garden space, would you be
interested in participating? (Check one)
□ Yes
□ No
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